Axxiome Banking Solutions

Axxiome Banking:
Launch new products in days with
Axxiome’s digital platform
OVERVIEW

Axxiome Banking is a
comprehensive, ready to run
platform for consumer and
business retail banking that
is underpinned by proven
state-of-the-art technology.
With fully documented and
streamlined end-to-end
processes, the effort needed to
implement Axxiome Banking is
minimal and reduces the time
to market significantly.

The complexity of legacy architecture can be
detrimental to the launch of a new product to
the market. Financial institutions can’t afford for
new product launches to take a year or more,
but complicated integration patterns make it
difficult to enable the required processes for
launching and managing new products.
Different technology across banking channels
can also mean that many components must be
amended or updated to enable new products,
or that customer data is not available in all
components of the bank’s architecture.
Axxiome takes a holistic approach to financial
products with the Axxiome Banking, offering
one core banking solution to host all financial
products. Axxiome Banking has a simple
architecture and simple integration patterns
which allow quick and seamless availability
of new products across an omni-channel
architecture.

Not only can Axxiome Banking be implemented
in record time, but as new products are created
in its core, they become available in all channels
of the architecture. As the processes serving
these products are managed centrally in it’s
omni-channel platform, any modification needed
on them will be done once and will become
available in all channels at once. Furthermore,
the Axxiome Banking is fully documented
following a successful implementation
methodology, meaning each process, product
and development is documented to smallest
detail.
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ABOUT AXXIOME
GENERAL FACTS & FEATURES

BUSINESS VALUE

• Omni-channel platform for managing all
processes related to the new products
• Simple and high performance architecture
• Simple regulatory compliance capabilities
• Fully documented solution
• Best in class end-to-end processes available
out-of-the-box
• Readily available financial products that are
designed to compete with market leading
products
• Best integration capabilities available out-ofthe-box

• Quickest data capturing and validation
methods for an enhanced customer
experience
• Market leading products are available out-ofthe-box
• Grow your business with a fully scalable
platform
• Enables any new financial products in all
channels seamlessly.
• Quickly add new channels and device
capabilities without having to invest in
process orchestration
• Enables account originations in any device/
channel, allowing the seamless completion of
the process from a different device and with
different users
• Boost your bank’s innovation capabilities

Axxiome is a global solutions provider
for the financial services industry with
operations in Europe, North America,
Latin American, and Asia Pacific. Axxiome
excels in linking legacy banking platforms
with modern solutions and is considered
a leader in banking and insurance
transformation projects across the globe.
Axxiome’s professional consultants are
experienced in technical and advisory
services and bring innovation and
knowledge to customer projects.
Axxiome offers Axxiome Banking, a
digital platform, that follows industry best
practices and delivers pre-engineered
and rapidly deployable end-2-end banking
solutions to customers, which minimizes
the impact and interruption to operations
and business processes.
To learn more about Axxiome and the
complete suite of offerings and services,
visit www.axxiome.com
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